Home Owner Feedback:
“We had some work done on our house and had installed some brand new cabinets.
Reliant Capitol offered us the cruise to do business with them, so we did. I was told I
could transfer this cruise, I thought, will definitely not be transferring the cruise, we will
be going on the cruise! We looked into a few other companies, Reliant had more value
and they did a really great job.”
-Gerald & Marcy Czarnowski
“We bought all new windows for our house and Reliant Capitol threw in the cruise. I
have not had a chance to start are redemption process yet, but we have over a year to
plan so that makes it a lot easier. I looked into a few other companies, but Reliant
Capitol had the best overall deal.”
-William Greer
“We used Reliant Capitol over everyone else that we looked into for our new windows
because they were offering the cruise as part of the deal to purchase. We definitely did
our fair share of shopping around for the best deal and we are happy with our windows
and very happy with our cruise.”
-John & Lorena Glaser
“Reliant Capitol came out and gave me a bid on new windows and doors. I wanted my
house to be energy efficient so I called a few different companies. I ended choosing
Reliant because of a cruise vacation they had for a limited time. The windows cost me
around $15,000, but with the cruise it was totally worth it.”
-George McAfee

____________________________________________________________________________________

“We bought a whole house of windows and Reliant Capitol offered us the cruise
certificate as a gift for purchasing with them as opposed to the other companies we had
offers with. We looked into a few other companies and were not really in a hurry to
purchase. When we met with Reliant Capitol and they offered us the cruise, it helped us
finally make a decision. We are glad we did because we are very happy with our
windows and our entire experience with Reliant.”
-Maxine Griffin
“I’ve had Reliant Capitol work on my house from time to time, but recently I had them
come out and quote me on all new windows and doors. They offered me a cruise
vacation as a gift, I couldn’t believe it, what a great company. The customer service
agents from the cruise company have been very helpful, I’m shooting for a July cruise
and can’t wait.”
-Betty Uber
“Reliant Capitol gave us a cruise because we decided to use them to install windows
into two of our homes. Thankfully we get to give the cruise to my niece and her
husband; they’re going to take a much needed Caribbean cruise.”
-Rosie Thurber
“We had some cabinets and counter tops installed and they offered us the cruise
certificate as a gift because of a promotion that they were running for their 28 th
Anniversary. We had a couple other offers, but decided to go with them because of the
cruise offer, even though the price was close to everyone else.”
-Carol & Mike McCorkell
“We had our Kitchen and all new windows in our house installed through Reliant
Capitol and they offered us the cruise certificate as a part of the deal. We had gotten a
few other bids from other companies and everyone seemed all equally priced but
decided to go with Reliant for the added value of the cruise.”
-Francis & Barbara Ursiny

“We looked into a few other companies a while ago, but did not decide to do the job at
the time. Finally Reliant Captiol came out and they offered us a cruise as a thank you
gift, and they had a great product. So we decided to go ahead and have the project
done by them. We bought a lot of new windows from Reliant and we’re very happy with
them. We probably wouldn’t have made up our mind if it weren’t for the cruise gift.”
-Rita Spano
“We met with Reliant Capitol to finish our final window installation to make our home
more energy efficient. The total was something like $7,200. The sales rep from Reliant
said that If we spent more we would qualify to receive a cruise. We had never been on a
cruise and it seemed very exciting to us. So we ended up spending a total of around
$9,200 to qualify for the cruise. We are planning on a Mexican Riviera cruise and we are
very pleased with our experience.”
- Jamie Turner
“We received a cruise from Reliant Capitol because we purchased new windows for our
home. They offered us the cruise as a gift for doing business with them which really
helped our decision. We were excited to receive the cruise because we are giving it to
our friends who could really use it right now.”
-Jerry Mills & Carolyn Jacox
“We were looking to redo our Kitchen and Cabinets so we called out Reliant Capitol,
they had done some work on our house in the past so we knew they were reputable.
The salesman mentioned, before choosing them to do the job, that they had a special
anniversary promotion and they were giving away a cruise to the next 20 customers that
purchase through them. The cruise was definitely helpful in our decision to use
Reliant.”
-Peggy Knowles
“I purchased a brand new Kitchen with Reliant Capitol. I was offered the cruise because
of spending so much money and they offered it to me up front as an incentive to do
business with them. I am excited for the cruise and will get ready to book it after the
Holidays.”

-Terri Johnson
“I received the cruise for spending a lot of money on my windows through Reliant
Capitol. They offered the cruise to do the deal, so I decided to purchase . I looked into
a few other companies but very happy I chose Reliant Capitol.”
-Esther Howe
“We had some remodeling work done at our house and decided to move forward
because of the cruise vacation they were offering. We haven’t received the cruise
brochure or redemption form yet.”
-Richard & Namiko Mays
“We were shopping around looking to redo our kitchen and bathroom and went into
Reliant Capitol to see what they had to offer. We were not happy with the price and
bickered about it until they finally offered us the cruise package and it was a go! We are
very excited to take the cruise and it definitely helped us with our decision to go with
Reliant even though the price was so much higher than the other companies we looked
at.”
-Werner & Barbara Karmen-Riess
“We called Reliant Capitol because of an advertisement we received in the mail here in
Tucson. They had a special at the time, they were giving away 28 cruise’s for their 28 th
anniversary. We lucked out! We bought the windows at that time to get the cruise, we
didn’t want to miss out on such a great opportunity.”
-Thomas Holly Doetschman
“I was looking to purchase new windows and Reliant Capitol was offering a cruise at the
same time. I purchased with them to get the cruise and I’m very happy about the offer.
I’m even happier that I get to give the cruise to my son as a gift, I know he’ll really enjoy
it.”
-Richard Lengacher

“My father in law bought a new patio cover from Reliant Capitol here in New Mexico and
referred them to us. We ended up spending a fair amount of money on a new patio
cover which put us way over the threshold to qualify for the cruise. We asked during
the sales process if we could get a cruise for my father in law because he had
purchased a patio cover during the same time period and they said yes, so we moved
forward with the project. We’ve been on cruise’s before and are very excited.”
-Jerry & Molly Evans
“Reliant Capitol did some work on our house and we spent enough money that we
qualified for a special promotional cruise certificate. They said they only had a few left
so I signed right away so I was able to get a cruise before they were all gone.”
-Lisle Maralyn
“I looked at 4 different companies to put windows in my home and it was a nightmare.
Finally with Reliant Capitol I felt I was getting my money’s worth. The Regional Manager
from Reliant actually offered me a cruise to do business with them. I didn’t know if I
was going to use the cruise, but I figured it was such a great offer that I should do
business with them. So I purchased the windows because of the cruise and it’s been a
great experience.”
-Joan Grzywa
“We went to home depot and other companies to bid on doing some work on our home
but they never seemed like a good fit. Then the sales man from Reliant Capital came
along and they just seemed to have a lot more to offer than any other place I had
shopped around. When we scheduled to have all of our windows replaced with Reliant
Capitol and they gifted us a cruise we thought it was such a nice gesture and we
became really excited about it. We are planning to do a lot of other work and because
of our experience and the cruise we’ll definitely be using Reliant Capitol.”
-Anthony & Kim Debeus

“We were apparently at right place at the right time. We were shopping different
companies to remodel our home and one company, Century One Builders, offered us a
cruise that they were giving through in a certain time period. We decided to work with
them because of the cruise and ended up having our whole kitchen remodeled. Now
our biggest problem is do we take the cruise ourselves or are we going to give it to our
daughter as a wedding present that’s coming up soon???”
-Donald & Mary Alice White
“The cruise was offered to me and my wife when we bought some windows through
Reliant Capitol because of a promotion that was being offered at that specific time. We
jumped on the opportunity to buy because of our upcoming 40 th Anniversary. We
thought what a great way to celebrate with a cruise vacation, so we purchased the
windows immediately. We are taking our cruise to the Mexican Riviera.”
-Ana & Albert Kelly
“We looked into a lot of other companies but Reliant Capitol seemed to have everything
we needed. They offered us a cruise which was included as part of the package when
we bought certain widows and the amount of money we spent. We are excited for our
new vacation. Our deciding factor came down to the best service, quality of windows
and the cruise.”
-Winford & Judith Christian
“We had our windows replaced at our home in San Bernardino by Reliant Capital. We
were told we would receive a cruise certificate from them if we purchased a certain
dollar amount. We had called a few other window companies but decided to go with
Reliant. I gave the cruise to my son David who is taking it this October.”
-Becky Lizama
“We shopped around with a few other companies, but went with Reliant Capitol to
replace all our windows when the sales man offered us the cruise. No other company
offered us what Reliant Capitol did.”

-Thomas & Orlena Kearns

"We purchased 10k worth of windows from Reliant Capitol. They offered us a cruise
package up front if we decided to do business with them. The cruise sounded great , so
we decided to make the purchase. As soon as I recuperate from the dent in my wallet, it
will be time to plan our vacation!"
-Jesse & Mary Launius
"There was a whole lot of stuff that Reliant Capitol did for me. The tech was here not
too long ago finishing up stuff around the house and he gave me the cruise certificate, I
was pleasantly surprised. I looked into other companies, but Reliant Capitol met my
needs and they had the cruise! I'm still not sure if I'm going to use it, but it's
transferrable and could make a great gift."
-David Moore
"We had a bunch of work done around the house. Reliant Capitol offered us this cruise
if we spent more money on the contract than we were originally going to. It worked out
well for us because now we get a cruise! We looked into several other companies but
felt the best about Reliant Capitol and their attention to the customer. Without the cruise
our decision would have been much different"
-Mark Ojeda & Norma Kucharek
"We were offered a cruise as an incentive to replace all of our windows with Century
One Builders. We checked into many other companies that were equally reliable and
had good track records. We did feel that the level of customer service and the cruise
incentive that Century One Builders offered us is why we chose them. When signing all
we could think about was the cruise."
-Merlin & Bessy Lou Sayre
"I bought all new windows for my home and they are fantastic. The cruise certificate
was offered to me if I spent above a certain amount of money with Reliant Capitol so I
decided to get the better product. I am not going to be able to take the cruise so I gave
it to my son. Now I can spend time with my grandson while my son goes on the cruise,
this is a win/win/win!"
____________________________________________________________________________________

- Rebecca Lizama

"Reliant Capitol offered us a cruise certificate when discussing the contract and that's
what locked us in. We looked into too many other companies and the cruise is why we
chose Reliant Capitol above all others. We had a lot of work done on our house and it
feels really good that it's all done!"
-Richard & Linda Raybum
"We met with 3 companies to do some much needed remodeling on our house which
consists of 5 buildings on a rather large plot of land. One company out of Arizona,
Reliant Capitol, told us that they had a promotion running that would qualify me to
receive a cruise vacation if I purchased with cash. I chose to work with Reliant Capitol
specifically because of the cruise."
-Nancy Laird
"We purchased our windows and air conditioning with Reliant Capitol and they are very
beautiful, they ended up giving us a cruise vacation for two but we can't use it because
of my husband's health issues. We called Imagine Incentive and they told us we could
give it to a friend, so we are very thankful. Because of our experience we are going to
purchase more windows and a door with Reliant Capitol and would recommend them to
everyone."
- Lea Ackley
"We bought windows from Reliant Capitol because of the cruise. We spent $13,000
dollars to qualify for it. My husband Joe and I look forward to taking it, thanks for your
help"
-Joe & Clara Chavez
"We received a call from Reliant Capitol to do some construction estimates at our
house. They came out and gave us an estimate and told us if we spent a certain dollar
amount, we would qualify for a cruise vacation. We decided to move forward with the

project because of the cruise. We are going to celebrate our 50th anniversary on a 7day Caribbean cruise"
-John & Neoma Stewart

The presentation that was given to us was pretty convincing, but we were considering
another company. The work we needed done was around $7500. The salesperson
mentioned that the Co. owner enjoyed giving a cruise vacation for a contract of that
amount. This made the deal seem even nicer since most contractors don't have those
kind of offers. After checking out the company and the details of the cruise we decided
that it was a terrific offer. I mention this to all my friends and they are impressed with
the quality of the work and the type and conditions offered with these cruises. Even
though we couldn't take advantage of the cruise, we were allowed to share it with
someone who would appreciate it. We are giving it to my cousin and his wife who are
dear friends of ours and love to travel.
-Joe Cortez
Reliant did a very nice job, we are very happy. We were told if we bought a certain
dollar amount we would get a cruise and that made us more inclined to do it.
-Darrell & Nancy Eide
Reliant Captiol did a first class job and we would highly recommend Reliant… the cruise
was an unexpected added bonus unforeseen. Because of it we are more inclined to
refer them business when we can.
-Donald & Linda Varner
I am very happy with the work done to my home and the cruise was offered for
spending the amount I did. The cruise made me more inclined to do the project with
reliant

-Rafaela Gonzales
Reliant did a great job, it looks great… the cruise was mentioned as a bonus because
we spent a certain dollar amount. It was a great incentive to move forward because at
the time we thought it would be a great opportunity for us to give the cruise to a less
fortunate family we know.
-Matthew & Cathy Casados

The work that Reliant Capital did on my home was fantastic. I was told by the sales rep
that if I spent a certain amount I could earn a cruise vacation. I instantly thought of my
son coming home from the military… So I got it for him!
-Margaret Allison
Reliant did a great job. The cruise was offered as a bonus if I purchased. I decided to
move forward with the project and my cruise is already booked!
-Nancy Siemsen
We are really pleased with the work done. When we first heard about the cruise from
Reliant we thought this would be a great gift for our son’s wedding present so he could
go on a Honeymoon. He's going on a 7 day cruise on March 12th.
-Johnny & Becky Bowman
"We got half of our windows installed a little over a year ago from Reliant Capitol and
they contacted us recently to do the remainder of the windows. Reliant was giving
away a cruise if we purchased, but they only had so many so we decided to purchase to
take advantage of the offer. We already had a cruise booked for July of 2012 and now
we'll be able to take my parents with us. They just suffered a devastating blow from a
recent tornado in Joplin MO and this will be a great way to lift their spirits."
-Jim Curran

"We were contacted by Reliant Capitol regarding the replacement of our windows.
Although we did not receive any other quotes the cruise was the reason we choose to
purchase the windows. Without the cruise we most likely would not have purchased.
We just love the windows and look forward to our vacation."
-Laurie Bojorquez

“Reliant Capitol was offering us the cruise when we met with them to receive a bid on
new cabinets for our kitchen. It was a great incentive to purchase with them. We just
came off a cruise and already have another one schedule so the 16 month window to
book is great!”
-Judith & Cary Fisherman
“We purchased some doors on a house that we were remodeling and Reliant Capitol
threw in the cruise certificate as part of a promotion they were running. They only had 8
of these things left so we were in the right place at the right time. Pretty cool to receive
it. We looked into a few other companies, although I can’t even remember their names,
but Reliant had more value.”
-Earl & Patty Potts

